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 VOC V CCG, 

 

 

I wish to have people with highest talent and widest 

experience. 

 

Welcome on a early summer's morning the horrors 

of scorched, CCG , dreadfully 35 all out, threshing so for 

away that you could shut your eyes and almost pretend, it 

never happened, let be honest, without strong leadership 

or authentic authority in battlefield, without captaincy 

(ware de Vore) CCG have no team in competitive position 

to compete in the tournament. no doubt, we are holding 

second position in row.   

 

Regarding the history of CCG that we never face such 

kind of disarray or panic in the last 3 matches, thank's God 

our Captain is back with authority and commend, troops 

are more discipline and confidence of team is back and 

CCG is again in shining track of winning the battles same 

like previous " business as usual" cricket is 

a intellectual sport,  confidence and pressure, inner steel of 

nerve and extreme concentration during the heat of battle, 

it is important the Captain wield the authority. 

 

Its happened last sunday, the brilliant 140 partnership 

between M Overdijk and A de Geer, the centre role in 

this episode played by M Overdijk, when show was near 
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the end, hero must fight his best to save this battle 

with extremely hellfire to destroy the hope of anime with 

3 huge 6 sexes, his skill and technique and coming in line 

of the ball is unimaginable, connecting the ball in sweet 

spot of the bat is a unbelievable skill and concentration, 

pure cricketing genius, 3 sexes in row, it is an other level 

and class, heart rendering and joy he provided for cricket 

lover is sublime. 35 balls and 73 run incredible nock. Well 

don Sir,  

 

A de Geer, 

Business as usual"  smooth operators, genius as usual, 

every shot he played it's merit, mostly he played to leg 

side, he is very strong, lately, with the passage of age the 

only shot left with force is leg side or leg squire  that is 

reason the bowlers 2 time strongly appeal against LBW, 

but he always left the crease to avoid the LBW, intilligent 

thinking. He is a very silky players, he treats the ball 

with consummate ease, superb 73 run inspired  CCG 

victory against VOC, they have strong bowling attack, 

they destroy our main line batsmen, at that moment 4 out 

110 run M.Overdijk, the main gladiator accelerated the 

speed with A de Geer, CCG end up 265 huge total, putting 

them under pressure right in the beginning 

was marvelous.  

 

It was turning point in the match, a sky high catch took 

by grumpy old man(Chaudhry) it was their best 

batsman (South African) he makes most of the runs for 

them, actually he puts them under pressure, that was huge 

wicket, after that particular wicket 

they could not rehiblitate their spirit (inning) they were 

became immune(sensitization) because of 

the collapse. Bannink the only batsman who resist for a 

while, but unfortunately he lost continually his partners, 

that make for him more pressure, at the end he give up, it 

was perfect Yorker,by our great captain W de Vore, 

Bannink end up with available 75 run, alas, he is the 

brave soldiers with loosing side. 

 

Chaudhry, business as usual, spin bowling is about masks 

and disguises sleights of hand and tempting ares, Batsmen 

reach for ball that is not there, or adopt a superior air 

ignoring the the one that seems set to go past but then 

inexplicably changes course, they are rendered illiterate- 

unable to read the spinning ball, the highest exhibition 
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produce by our great genius Chaudhry, no doubt, without 

keeper it was not possible M Overdijk took two sharp 

catch behind the wicket it should be 3 but one 

get drooped. It is all in the game. Masterfully crafted spell, 

took 3 wicket for 7 over. 

 

All credit goes to our Genius captain Ware de Vore, In my 

experience were two thing a deep appercitation of the 

game and great understanding of Character they are 

captain's key ingredients, art of captaincy is putting all 

your efforts, watched the game intently and encouraged 

every one else in the team. That our captain did and 

always accomplishing the task.  

 

Achieving the goal, cricket gives you mental relaxation,  

Chaudhry arrange drinks and snacks again, 6 people paid, 

but our gracious COS of his firm Hogendoorn sponsor 50€ 

plus 30€ victor the great total 172€, perfect celebration, 

that is why CCG is a famous cricket club in Holland. That 

is all Gentlemen. 


